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A new moon is always a new beginning.
This new beginning ushers us all to radiate joy,
and approach all with divine nurturance,
as the sun and moon are at 6 Libra, the heavenly hosts of laughter.

The north node, the direction of the chart, is

14 degrees Cancer

The Angels
of
Invisibility
Also known as
The Angels
of

Camalo
Beloved,
Whenever it becomes necessary to be invisible to maintain privacy,
safety,
and personal concentration,
on the spiritual path,
we help with necessary sacred visualizations and emotions for this to
occur.
C…We teach how to spiritualize emotions and matter to prolong life.
A and umlaut A, ae…We access highest wisdom and illumination.
We teach how to control negative passions through release of imperfections,
how to control negative spirits,
and how to be free of clinging to any imperfect desires,
thoughts, emotions, or sensations.
M…As perfect masters of emotions, sensations and life spirit, we teach
and empower you to transmute emotions.
A and umlaut A, ae…We teach you the most profound truths of
enlightened mind that are expressed as mystical powers,
and help with the release of imperfections for transformation.
L…We teach true morality and how to spiritualize emotions to become
invisible.
Umlaut O, eu, and O…We confer the ability to see through the eyes of
love divine, causing transmutation into perfection.
We confer control of the mental and emotional functioning of the human
body, establish harmony and justice, and mentor masters of metaphysics.
Chemical changes in the physical body caused by thoughts and emotions
are well documented in science.

Within one minute of having a thought,
over a hundred thousand chemical reactions occur in the physical body.
As children of Light and Love flow with sacred emotional states,
great perfection and beautiful changes occur in physicality,
both in physical bodies and in other material forms.
The letter C of our name represents the divine virtue of the
spiritualization of matter with divine qualities.
Whenever a person feels, through inner guidance from Divine Providence,
that invisibility is required to preserve life for the highest good of
all in any situation,
his or her causal, emotional and physical bodies can be impregnated
with the necessary Divine qualities.

Entire areas can be made invisible when necessary.
Invisibility can apply to the mental, emotional, or physical level or all three.
We are well informed on the remotest secrets of magical science and
show a child of God means and ways,
as well as methods, by which to be invisible.

It is with Camalo’s help that a child of God becomes invisible, i.e.
that he/she can betake him/herself into all spheres,
mentally, astrally [emotionally] and ,
if necessary, also physically, without being recognized there.
The human body, and in fact all matter, is capable of manifesting
instantaneous changes.
These changes often are perceived as miracles by those who are not initiates.
Accounts of these types of changes are recorded throughout history.
The ability to walk unharmed over fire and hot coals is practiced in
various cultures even to this day.
This is done by control of imagined visualizations in the mind,
combined with accompanying flowing emotions.
Changes in matter, including instantaneous changes, are
caused by clear intentional visualization,
especially in a state of experiencing the Oneness of all life,
combined with powerful focused flowing appropriate Divine Emotions.
People become extremely sensitive to the world of emotions as they
become spiritually mature
and master co-creating the physical world and maintaining Heaven on Earth.
Emotion is Energy in Motion,
and IS THE CHANGE PROCESS.
IT IS IN THE REALM OF
EMOTIONS THAT INSTANTANEOUS CHANGES
ARE CAUSED, SO THAT THEY CAN OCCUR EVEN ON THE PHYSICAL LEVEL.
THE ASTRAL PLANE, THE PLANE OF EMOTIONS, IS ALWAYS THE PRIME ARENA
OF THE CHANGE PROCESS.
As emotions flow, they create magnetism that attracts new realities into form.
Strong flowing emotions of Omnipotent Faith and INTENT to be invisible ,
combined with an imagined visual image of being invisible,
sets into motion required changes
in the electro-magnetic field of the mind, emotion, and form.
Such omnipotent intent and visualization of being invisible with
corresponding emotions of being invisible,
with gratitude for this state, result in invisibility.
This important skill is easy once a person learns how to remain focused

on his or her own sacred reality in the moment to the exclusion of all else.
Focus on omnipotent faith with the intent to appear invisible,
and an inward visualization of yourself being invisible.
Meditate, and flow with emotions of this wonderful experience of being
invisible.
We help a child of divine being focus on the virtue of spiritualization
of his or her body, on all levels, with Divine qualities,
maintaining emotional connection with Divine Omnipotence
and seeing all through the eyes of Love Divine.
Visualization and Divine flowing emotions attract this desired reality into
manifestation.
If a person intends to be invisible only on mental level and emotional levels,
then their thoughts and emotions become invisible to others.
If he or she is doing mental or astral wandering, then on those levels
he or she remains invisible.

If a person intends to be invisible mentally, emotionally, and
physically, then even the body is not noticed by others.
Perfect concentration and faith, or will and mastery of flowing tangible
feelings
in the body of emotions,
make for perfect invisibility.
Remember that flowing emotions are magnetic and attract changes in
matter, even to the point of levitation or invisibility of self or objects.
When flowing emotions are clear and pure enough, all miracles are
possible to attract, including actual physical invisibility.
By flowing with focused emotions of spiritual splendor, the physical
body can actually be invisible to others
with the intent, visualization, and emotions of doing so.

The human body is capable of levitation in this manner also.
In this case, emotions of the original purity of all ideas in Divine
Mind, sensations of lightness and floating, pure and focused
without subconscious emotions of fear, doubt, or intruding sensations of
weightiness, cause matter in a body to manifest lightness.
Great mastery over focus and flowing emotions is required to maintain a
desired manifestation.

Do not become distracted.
As you can see, people must be masters of emotions to be masters of all
worlds,
especially the physical world, and maintain Heaven on Earth.
Any limited or wounded emotions of self can be healed.
To do so, painful emotions are seen through the eyes of Love Divine
when they arise, and are allowed to flow safely
and nondestructively with an attitude of validation for their existence
due to legitimate experiences of suffering.
This evolves into praise, respect, thanksgiving and love for the
wisdom they have made possible,
recognizing that suffering on any level personally
demonstrates on an irrefutable level the necessity of harmony and beauty in
life.

Being exposed to this validation and appreciation,
and no longer resisted, denied, or acted out destructively,
they go through the necessary and natural process of healing, bathed in love
and
gratitude, and regain divine purity.
Emotions of omnipotent will and faith arise from identification with
Divine Being and oneness with all creation.
The experience of being ONE with Divine Being and with all creation
awakens heartfelt desire for the highest good of all.
This Omnipotent desire and faith make possible all things.
With this faith and desire for divine beauty on all levels,
for all beings including the self,
the heavenly hosts and all beings act as one
in manifesting miracles.
As a person utilizes loving emotions of courage and faith, in the fire
of will through The Power of the Word,
electrical impulses of pure fire light up the web of life.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF
ONE
We are all one.

When one is harmed, all are harmed.

When one is helped, all are helped.

Therefore, in the name of who I AM,

and I am one with all there is;

I ask that THE HIGHEST GOOD OF
ALL happen.

I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!

Because this new moon beginning has a north node in the sign of Cancer,

we realize that we have the ability,
as divine beings,
to materialize or dematerialize current realities whenever necessary,
to nurture the precious creation of Earth and all who are influenced by it.

We are entering the ancient future, the time of flowering,

"on earth as it is in heaven".

oil on linen
Cynthia Rose Young Schlosser
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The 28 Angels of the Moon Sphere
Divine Emotional Magnetic Rhythm

‘The Moon in its planetary function
influences everything liquid on our earth.

The Moon sphere is analogous to flowing emotions and feelings.
The emotional awareness of each child of God,
is known in ancient terms as the astral body.

Emotions of happiness are necessary for all timelines to manifest divine harmony in
the quantum field.

Healing of the Divine Feminine, the awesome realm of flowing emotions and magnetism,
the water element, is necessary for Heaven to manifest on Earth.

The healing of emotional flowing of each child of God on Earth is therefore of major importance.

The Angels of the Moon Sphere
are commissioned with great responsibility in this regard.

Angels of the Moon work with mankind in the realm of flowing emotions,
in contrast to the Angels of the 360 degrees of the zodiac
surrounding the Earth who work with the children of God in the realm of vitality.

There are 28 angel groups, one for each day of the moon cycle.

The Moon Angels of Tides
Angels of ‘E-B-V-A-P’
New Moon 1st Day of Lunar Cycle
Beloved,

We inspire perfect use of OMNIPOTENT SACRED WILL
FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL
and SACRED FLOWING EMOTIONS

in the meditation of the divine virtues so that all things are
possible.

We have been given the responsibility by Divine Providence to control not only the tides of earth,
but also the tides of water in the bodies of all living things.
These tides correspond to flowing emotions of omnipresent,
omnipotent, and omniscient Divine Love and Life.

When the children of God call on us for our help,
we teach them how to use omnipotent
will and intent for the highest good of all in combination
with strong flowing emotions of unconditional Divine Love
to heal the emotional reality of Earth.

In this way we teach how to control the physical reality of Earth,
because the physical reality of each person,
and of the Earth as a whole,
is determined by flowing emotions.

Just as we control the tides of earth,
we teach the children of God to attune themselves emotionally to the rhythms of Divine Life,
so that they may flow with the sea of unconditional all encompassing Love,
that ebbs and flows with the expression of polarity in Universal Consciousness.

We particularly attune the child of God to the use of the Sacred Dream,
the blueprint for perfection on the Earth
This blueprint is the Prime Will for the highest good of all for Earth.

This is the Prime Will for bringing about a perfect kingdom,
a home of pristine beauty and harmony for all living creatures.

Miracles are created by combining OMNIPOTENT WILL FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD of the Earth,
the electric-masculine power,
with the FLOWING EMOTIONS of unconditional love and flowing feelings of the Sacred Dream of the Moon,
the magnetic-feminine power.

Just like the miracles of the tides, FLOWING EMOTIONS of the Sacred Dream and Divine Love of the Moon,
manifest perfect power,
rhythm, harmony, and cycles of flow in the emotional life
for all the children of God and for all sentient creatures.

By studying the tides, and flowing with emotions of their healing effects,
perfect understanding of this is attained.

By studying the scientific effects of the tides,
the influence of a rhythmic emotional life on the well being of the physical bodies
of the children of God and on the creatures of the world is understood.

Attune to the divine virtues represented by the letters of our name,
and call on our help to receive the following:

‘E-B-V-A-P
E
We use cosmic and universal transference of consciousness ---------

B
to produce miraculous phenomena, change the course of fate,
and teach the children of God the control of will and flowing
emotions in all planes. ---------

V
We mentor masters to control the unfolding of spiritual qualities in
self and others. ---------

A and umlaut A (ae)
We teach seekers to apply wisdom and truth of the enlightened
mind to develop magical abilities
like clairvoyance, mental discipline, language of symbols, and mind
control.

We reveal the original perfect divine blueprints of everything in
creation.

umlaut A, AE...all imperfect forms of everything
in being, will, thought, emotion, and form are released,
and therefore go through transformation,
making way for the perfect original divine blueprints to manifest. --------

P
We instill devotion to service and to sacredness. We inspire the
perception of beauty
from the universal perspective as harmony and the cultivation of
unconditional parental love,
which provides an umbrella of protection and nurturance to
promote creativity.’ ---------

*****
The musical melody of our name are the notes: D ~ A ~ F# ~ G~C ~ B.

We inspire perfect use of OMNIPOTENT SACRED WILL
FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL and SACRED FLOWING EMOTIONS
in the meditation of the divine virtues so that all things are possible.
On the first day of every 28-Day Moon Cycle we flood the Earth with deep rhythmic flowing
emotions that control the tides,
so that all life may attune to the rhythms of the Heart Divine that pulsates throughout the Web of
Life.

"All that I do ye shall do and more."

'Ebvap'
*** ECSTASY ***

*Names, phrases, or sections, in Italics or single quotation marks are quoted or paraphrased from
the books of Franz Bardon,
[The Practice of Magical Evocation ISBN 3-921338-02-6 and The Key to the True Quaballah, ISBN 3921338-13-4]. Publisher is Dieter Ruggeberg, Wuppertal/ W. Germany.
These books have detailed information on the meanings of the letters on all four levels of will, mind,
feeling, and form, and all of the beings of the zodiac.

Together we are One, Sharing love and light in
ever-expanding Harmonic Waves of Pure Being.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lovingpurelove
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SpiritusAngelMessages

LANGUAGE OF COSMIC LOVE, A - Z
Love Brightens the Day, Love Lights the Way

To unsubscribe from the angel messages,
please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.
You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
May happiness bring miracles of love.

